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For since the creation of the world, God’s invisible qualities - His eternal
power and divine nature - have been clearly seen, being understood from
what has been made, so that people are without excuse. Romans 1 v 20



In March of this year, the virus struck and very few
of us realised the effect on our lives and our way of
living. Five months later, we still do not see our
friends face to face and miss the communal
atmosphere of chatting, shopping and most of all
our Church service.
Whilst most of us agree that the normal Church
arrangements cannot be maintained, we are still
missing the Sunday feeling.

However, in many ways, we have much to be thankful for as many
people throughout the world are suffering in addition to the virus,
starvation, war and religious persecution.
Let us smile and look forward to the near future of being together
worshipping our Lord in our Church.

God Bless to all and keep safe
Bill McCartney

Hi there ladies
We are living from hand to mouth in a sense - we don't know when the
next church meeting will come along!
I have missed our meetings, as I am sure you have.

However, I am writing to cancel the Women's Group
meeting on 2 September as it seems unlikely to be
possible to hold it.
If there is any change, it will be in the September
magazine - out on 30 August.
But it will only be tea and chat - if it is allowed!

Meantime, we can hope, and pray, and find things to fill the time!
Be seeing you.

Brenda

WOMEN’S GROUP NOTICE

CHURCH KEYS
We are looking to make an up to date inventory of who holds any

PURC keys.
If you are a key holder please let us know which keys you hold, either

by phone or email.
Many thanks. Jenny and Beverley
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NW SYNOD EVENT

and Congregations

To register e-mail: penworthamurc@gmail.com



Lectionary readings:
Genesis 29:15-28; 1 Kings 3:5-12; Psalm 105:1-11, 45b;
Psalm 119:129-136; Romans 8:26-39; Matthew 13:31-33, 44-52
Embracing Psalm 119:129–136
The true commandments of God are wonderful, bring light, are easy to
understand, and effortlessly coax us to follow them.
The nature of God is grounded in mercy and love and stands against
injustice.
God’s dearest wish is for our nature to reflect God’s own. For our
interactions with each other to be merciful and loving and to share
God’s heartbreak when we fail to do so.

Humbled by Romans 8:26–39
We can’t control everything. We don’t understand everything. Yet if we
open ourselves up to God we may find the right words, discover the
true path, better know our selves, and discern God’s urging towards a
better way.
If we live out God’s way of love, things will tend towards the good. It is
our calling to declare, live and celebrate God’s way of love.
If we truly walk God’s way of love, we share in God’s glory. To share in
God’s glory is to be as Christ, embraced in the loving arms of God.
Within whatever circumstances we find ourselves, God loves us. This
is not a weapon to wield, but the sweetest consolation. God loving us,
doesn’t make us always right. Being loving, as God is loving, would
tend to make it so.
God is infinitely extravagant in loving. Potentially a whole universe
burst into life just so you could be in it!
If we truly live by love, who would condemn us? In Jesus we see a life
consumed by love, condemned by the powers of his day, but justified
by God through the Resurrection.
We are not called to an easy path. We are called to follow the way of
Christ which risks death but trusts in God’s love within it all. A way that
seeks to be guided by God’s love, wherever it may lead.
We can too easily be overwhelmed by the apparent absence of love
around us, but it is there if we expect it, nurture it, and share it. In God
there is love, and we are loved! Nothing. Absolutely nothing, can keep
God’s love from us. D.C.

Courtesy Grays URC - Silent Visitor - July 26
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A REFLECTION - LECTIONARY 26 JULY
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CHARITY NEWS ; PENWORTHAM FOODBANK

Colleagues,
You are receiving this because you are a member of the Churches
Together In Penwortham Committee. The update below is from Julie
as to what has happened since Lockdown. She asked me to circulate
it to all those on the Food Bank Mailing List, and I’m including the
CTiP committee too, so some of you may get this twice. For those
unaware, Julie Clowes from St. Leonard's, is the main manager at the
Food Bank. Please can you publicise Julie’s update in your respective
Churches. Donations of food would be particularly appreciated. If
anyone in your Church would like to start helping at the Food Bank on
a Friday morning, or helping transport food from its central store to the
Community Centre on a Monday, please ask them to contact me, but
they’ll almost certainly not be able to start until the end of the summer
period at soonest. So I’ll hand over for now to Julie’s words of wisdom

Food Bank News
The Food Bank is still open every Friday morning (9.30 until midday)
at the Community Centre on Kingsfold Drive, and still helping local
people in difficult circumstances. in recent weeks we have been
making deliveries to people shielding at home as well.

During lockdown we have been doing things a little differently. The
same small team of volunteers has been on duty each Friday in order
to restrict the number of people with whom we each come into
carefully socially-distanced contact. We hope all of the fifty or so
regular volunteers who have been staying home and protecting the
NHS are themselves safe, well and ready to go when the time comes.

The Food Bank has had the luxury of lots of space and time to spread
into while the Community Centre has been closed to all other uses. It
will be all-change soon once the building begins the gradual process
of opening up again, bringing with it a new set of operational
challenges, Sadly we also expect that more job losses in Lancashire
will increase the need for help over the next few months.

We are very grateful to the Friday team for their commitment over the
past three months, and also to the unsung heroes who have quietly
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CHARITY NEWS ; PENWORTHAM FOODBANK cont’d
and singlehandedly transported supplies from our off-site storeroom
each week, organised a collection point at St Michael’s in Hoole,
and formed and fostered relationships with local shops and
producers. Thank you to Booths in Millbrook Way, Kingsfold Co-op,
Farmfoods in Strand Rd, and Morrison’s in Bamber Bridge, to the
local egg producers (and the hens), and to the many catering
establishments who have given us crisps, pop and biscuits that
would otherwise have been unconsumed. Then there are the
recipients of government food boxes and their friends and families
who remembered the Food Bank and re-gifted the contents.

There have also been many generous individuals, businesses and
organisations who have helped financially. We are well placed to
supplement your physical food donations with additional purchases
over the next few months. However, like everybody else - but on a
larger scale - we are not always finding shopping an altogether
predictable or easy process with unexpected shortages and the
logistics of social distancing to contend with. No car or shopping
trolley sharing!

If individuals can donate a tin or two or three each week it will help to
spread the load. Pasta Sauce, rice pudding and tins of hot dogs/
stew/curry/mince etc would be particularly appreciated. Donations
can be left at the collection points in Booths or the Co-op, at the
Community Centre on Monday mornings, or even brought to St
Leonard’s if you are coming for private prayer on Sunday mornings.

Please do keep Food Bank users in those prayers!

Many Thanks

Tim & Julie
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PRESTON AREA NOTICES
Christian Books and Resources.
Both the Christian Resource Centre (CRC), Fox Street -
www.prestonchristianresourcecentre.co.uk and the Catholic
Covenant Books (CB), Ingol - www.covenantbookspreston.com -
have reopened. For the CRC telephone on 01772 259279. CB can
be reached on 01772 735993.

Free Resources/Hope Magazines
Good News for Everyone (formerly known as The Gideons UK) have
produced John’s Gospel and readings from the Psalms in an A4 size
quality glossy magazine format, full of beautiful colour photographs.
These HOPE MAGAZINES come in NIV and NLT versions. The
captions on the covers are amazingly relevant to our present
situation. These magazines make ideal gifts to distribute on pastoral
visits and with food hampers and are available free of charge. To
order single or multiple copies contact Charles or Diane Wall at 81
Gleneagles Drive, Fulwood, Preston PR2 7EU. Tel: 01772 863777 or
text 07519015859 or 07964532835 or
email charlesanddianewall@gmail.com

Xaverian Mission - Online Retreats 2020 – open to all -– led by
Donna Worthington For bookings: drworthington@live.co.uk
The Interior Castle | Explore The Seven Dwelling Places of
Prayer of St Teresa’s Pioneering Work.
This course/retreat includes 6 weekly sessions (Thursdays, 6.30-
9pm): July 30th, August 6th, August 13th, August 20th, September 3rd,
September 10thYou will be guided through the 7 dwelling places
through prayer, presentation, discussion and quiet, reflective time -
hopefully going on a beautiful faith journey with the insightful Saint
Teresa as your guide....
Participants need to attend all 6 sessions. Cost £100
The Wild Man, The River & The Bee | Journeying with Jesus to the
river where he was baptised by wild man John the Baptist, (eater of
wild bees’ honey), we explore the Christian symbolism of ‘the bee’,
the ‘honey’ and ‘the hive’. Sat 15th August 2-5pm OR Mon
17th August 9.30am-12.30pm Cost £20
Rublev’s Icon | Gaze at this remarkable painting… an invitation to sit
at the table of The Trinity. Sun 9th August 2-5pm Cost £20
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URC COMMITMENT FOR LIFE EXTRACT - ZIMBABWE
Mining destroys Communities and Eco-Systems in Zimbabwe
We don’t often think about how terribly destructive mining practices
can be, not only for the environment, but also for local communities.
In their rush to make revenues, governments often overlook these
considerations.
Mining is big business in Zimbabwe, with mineral exports responsible
for 60% of the country’s export earnings, and 16% of national GDP.
The government has outlined ambitious plans to quadruple the
sector’s total value to $12bn by 2023, particularly focused on
platinum extraction. However, the country’s lax licensing laws permit
foreign companies to own 100% of a mine licence for any commodity,
save platinum and diamonds, in perpetuity.
Mining also severely impacts on indigenous communities and eco-
systems. Strip mining is particularly destructive. Coal fires can burn
for decades, releasing fly ash, toxic chemical and greenhouse gases,
such as methane. Coal dust inhalation causes black lung disease
among miners and those living nearby.
Mine accidents kill thousands every year. Cardiopulmonary disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, lung disease,
and kidney disease have been found in higher-than-normal rates
among residents who live near coal mines. Toxic levels of arsenic,
fluorine, mercury, and selenium are emitted by coal fires, entering the
air and the food chain of those living nearby.
Christian Aid in Zimbabwe focuses on creating space for citizen and
civil society participation in the mining sector through facilitating the
Zimbabwe Alternative Mining Indaba (ZAMI). This platform was used
to advocate for the adoption of a declaration with specific
recommendations, which have been presented to the government for
adoption in the amendment of the Mines and Minerals Bill. The
programme increased participation of women and men in mining
communities in monitoring the environmental impact of mining
companies.
Your Support for Zimbabwe
through Commitment for Life helps
empower these communities to
stand up to exploitation and abuse
by the mining sector. Thank you
for your support. Pic: Nicholas
leClercq Unsplash



Kiribati - Pacific - Potential Growth on these islands
The Republic of Kiribati comprises three archipelagos Gilbert,
Rawaki (Phoenix) and Line, with 33 coral atolls (23 of them
inhabited) scattered across 2,000,000 sq km of the Pacific Ocean.
Evangelical Christians are increasing, mainly through
Pentecostals. Growth is too often followed by decline, since
foreign financial windfalls and occasional healings seem to be the
main attractions, rather than Biblical preaching and transformed
lives. Pray for the Bible Colleges of Assemblies of God and
Church of God to provide sound Biblical teaching for future
church leaders to lead churches which will be wise and
transformative. (WEC International)

Algeria- North Africa - The persecuted church in Algeria
The church has been growing significantly in Algeria since the
1990’s. It has faced cycles of government led persecution
stemming from an Ordinance enacted in 2006. The latest cycle
commenced in late 2017. Numerous churches across Algeria
affiliated with the Église Protestante d’Algérie, the legally
recognised umbrella organisation of Protestant churches, have
been closed. Please pray for the church to stand strong and grow
closer to God under this persecution. Please pray for the
government to cease church closures and to permit churches that
have been closed to reopen and function. Please pray for the
church to bear witness across society to God’s love and the Good
News of Jesus Christ. (Middle East Concern)

Solomon Islands- Pacific- Students in Solomon Islands
SIU-CF Solomon Islands, one of the new Christian student
movements which affiliated to IFES in July 2019, have been hit
hard by recent events. Not by Covid-19 itself, which has not
touched their islands, but by preventative lockdown, university
closures and very slow, expensive and unreliable internet
connectivity. Student ministry is in ‘hibernation’, so please pray
that God will grant wisdom to movement leaders as they seek to
restart ministry. (International Fellowship of Evangelical Students)

above with permission of - www.globalconnections.org.uk
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WORLD PRAYER NEWS



An edited missive from Andrew Clelland before the Summer break :
The final report for this academic year was supposed to be full of
cultural events, academic conferences,etc. However, none of the
above has taken place, although it was good to see my conference
abstract published in the official compendium. Hopefully, I will be
participating in more conferences next year. It has been surreal to
experience a pandemic and analyse the different countries’ responses
from relative safety in the middle of nowhere.
In Novosibirsk region, we locked down around the same time as the
UK, but at that point we had far fewer cases. We were threatened with
seven years in prison if lockdown rules were broken, and that included
going outside just for some exercise! Each region shut their internal
borders to non-locals and, at first, everyone seemed to be obeying the
rules. However, after a few weeks people were becoming bored,
security in the halls of residence had become slack, and more social
interaction could be seen as I watched on from my seventh-floor
window. Despite Novosibirsk being Russia’s third largest city, there
have been relatively few cases here; the region currently sits in
twentieth place overall in Russia.
The research town of Akademgorodok has not seen any panic
buying, or shortage; the calm atmosphere prevails. Additional
hygiene measures and closures have been in place and there have
been very few cases both in the halls and in the town as a whole. The
campus has become much quieter as many Russian students have
gone home. One of my flatmates stayed and it has been nice to have
some company. Three of the other four English students left at the
end of March, just before the borders were shut, and all except one of
my classmates have stayed here. By the time you read this, I will
hopefully be back in the UK, but finding a route home is proving very
difficult.
University moved to online learning from the middle of March and the
transition was smooth. We continued to have lectures as planned and
were set a lot more work to compensate. I have had no time to be
bored; I have always had a long list of presentations to make and
assignments to write. This has included a 30-page course paper and
a 25-page report on the recent history of energy use in the Middle
East and Africa. Test work has either been conducted orally or as
assignments under time pressure.

10

UNIVERSITY LIFE IN SIBERIA - LOCKDOWN REPORT
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UNIVERSITY LIFE IN SIBERIA - LOCKDOWN REPORT cont’d
I do not feel that learning has been compromised too much by the
transition to online classes. This is partly due to the large number of
additional assignments that we were set, but also thanks to
technology (Zoom in particular) we have still been able to see the
teachers and ask questions where needed, just like in a classroom.
The transition has also led to an increase in the amount of self-study,
as some regular assignments were made more difficult to
compensate.
In some strange way, lockdown has brought me closer to my friends
back home, with regular Zoom calls for online hangouts and birthday
parties. It has brought everyone together, and the sense of community
has not been lost. Our church networks have offered much needed
support for all of us. I am proud, too, that many of my friends have
taken part in socially distanced peaceful protests and continue to
promote the black lives’ movement on social media, as institutional
change is needed.
The weather here in May and June has been typically Siberian; a
mixture of very hot, sunny days interspersed with overcast, rainy days
with spectacular thunderstorms. Normally, we would be able to walk to
the beach on the nearby River Ob, but this has been curtailed by the
lockdown.
I am looking forward to returning home for summer, despite the fact
that I love living and studying here. All being well, I will return to
Novosibirsk at the end of August, although it is naturally too early to
say exactly what will happen. I hope that the next academic year is
less eventful than this one! It just remains for me to wish everyone
good health in these challenging times.

Andrew
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A POETRY PAGE
ARTISTS

There have been many great artists,
Hundreds in fact, all with talents,
Some, like Holbein are father and son,
The younger having gifts like his parent.

They lived in the 15th century,
A portrait brought young Hans to fame,
of much married king of England,
Henry the 8th was his name.

A 17th century artist,
Was the Dutchman Jan Vermeer.
He mostly painted domestic scenes,
And the “girl with a pearl in her ear”.

There’s a great painting called “The night watch”
By Dutchman Rembrandt Van Ryjn.
It’s the size of a room, it’s enormous,
The biggest you’ll set your eye on.

Picasso is not to my taste, a surrealist,
One is the 1930’s Spanish civil war,
It’s the city in ruins, human folly,
It’s simply called “Guernica”.

John Constable was a man from Suffolk,
His landscapes view again and again,
Almost all are of that area, famously,
“Dedham Vale” and then “The Haywain”.

In my era is David Hockney,
Californian pools were where he was at,
In the 1970s he got more traditional,
“My parents and “Percy”, his cat.

Hylda Hurst
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INTERNET SMILES

When the weather suits you not,
Try smiling.
When your coffee isn't hot,
Try smiling.
When your neighbours don't do right,
Or your relatives all fight,
Sure 'tis hard, but then you might
Try smiling.
May not change the things, of course-
Just smiling.
But it cannot make them worse -
Just smiling.
And it seems to help your case,
Brightens up a gloomy place,
Then, it sort o' rests your face -
Just smiling. Anon

“You’ll find that life is still worthwhile, if you just smile.” ― Charlie Chaplin

“It was only a
sunny smile, and
little it cost in the
giving, but like
morning light it

scattered the night
and made the day
worth living.” –

F. Scott Fitzgerald

“A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.” –William Arthur Ward

A smile is cheer to you and me
The cost is nothing - it's given free
It comforts the weary - gladdens the sad
Consoles those in trouble - good or bad
To rich and poor - beggar or thief
It's free to all of any belief.
A natural gesture of young and old
Cheers on the faint - disarms the bold
Unlike most blessings for which we pray
It's one thing we keep when we give it away.

Anon.

We shall never know all the good that a simple smile can do. Mother Teresa



SOME RIDDLES
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THE CENTURION’S SERVANT - CROSSWORD



Dear Reader
“Contact” is being published as usual on our Website (minus any
personal/pastoral news not confirmed for general publication) :

see: www.penworthamurc.org.uk
If you have anything you would like to contribute to “CONTACT” you
can:
- send it by e-mail to purcmagweb@talktalk.net
- send a text to 07538976140 or call Alan Edward on 01772740129
- deliver your contribution to the church through its letter box.
- or through the letter box at 27 Hazel Close.
All contributions welcome inc. pastoral news and prayer requests.
Many thanks to all those who are contributing.
Latest submission dates will be : 9 August/23 August for the next 2
issues. It is hoped to get “Contact” to you by the following dates: this
issue by 26 July then 16 and 30 August.

With best wishes to you all. Ed.
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CARTOON
Answers
5.Onlyonce-afterthatthenumberisnolonger39
4.LunchandDinner
3.Water(htoo)
2.Abook
1.Paint

With permission Tim Walburg

Answers to Riddles Page 14
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COLOURING PAGE - 1 KINGS 18 V 36 - 39


